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.. „. It. has been truly said that our country is a continei\fe
but a .continent with a ttnity of culture and civilisation,,
jbistorical tradition and biologic descent. It consists ojf
various sub-nationalities whose individual culture onijr
tends to enrich both in volume and in content the culture
of Indian Nationalism. It is thus that we aim at unity,
not uniformity, of civic laws and social institutions which
form the foundations of true Indian nationalism. To this
end we have to piece together the 561 States of India and
the II provinces. The British people as they began to es-
tablish their sway over this country were astute enougii
to recognise that it would not be wise to take the whole
country in their own hands and they have therefore left
islets of so-called self-governing territories which they
term the States. These States are governed by princes who>
are ostensibly independent but who take their orders in
almost all matters from the Political Agent, who takes them
in turn from the Political Secretary, and who from the
Viceroy and the Secretary of State. Thus whatever trans-
formations may be taking place in the British Provinces in
^lie way of establishing democratic rule,—our achievement
may be little but the ideal is not disputed,—the fact re~
mains that in the Indian States themselves the people have
n^ been admitted in the first place to a real voice in the
sS&irs of internal government of the States and in the
second place to any voice in the federal affairs of the
country. Neither the Indian National Congress, nor even
tlte Muslim JLeague, disputes the propriety of a federal
structure as the only solution of the problem of bringing
together the various provinces and States of India but the
pjeaedo-Federation which has been concocted by the Bri-
tish political Doctors is a poisonous prescription wholly
to the health and well-being of the
Politic. It is a fissiparous institution releasing
ttlstgal forces where it ought to have established a centri-
petal structure. The people of the States do not figure in
picture. The States do doubtless enjoy a measure of
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